
The New Year is a great time to reflect with gratitude on the past
and set our hopes and intentions for the year ahead. For the
investing community at large and specifically for Banconus, 2021investing community at large and specifically for Banconus, 2021
was a year which gave several reasons to be thankful about.
Beating the pandemic blues, the Indian Equity market posted
stunning gains this year reaching several milestones. From reaching
the epic 50000 mark in January to scaling 62000 level in October,
the BSE Sensex had a memorable journey this year.

At Banconus, we continued to focus on our core values of
Expertise, Excellence and Ethics. We worked with our clients in
aligning their investments with their goals and risk appetite;
making their money work for them. Combining a strong technology
platform in operations and offering personalized solutions for
specific client needs, has made the investing experience with
Banconus a unique preposition. This has helped add value to 450
plus clients with an AUM of Rs.300 crores.



This year, we launched our mobile app for iOS and Android Users
with several features – a snapshot of portfolio with costs, values,
transaction listings and asset allocation charts, elaborate reports
on Realised and Unrealised Capital Gains to plan your taxes and a
host of financial tools and calculators.

At the beginning of this New Year, we commit ourselves once again
to work with you in creating actionable financial goals, investing
smartly and getting more organised to let your dreams soar higher.
Thank you for allowing us to be your trusted partner in this
journey.

Ramkey & Rajee

QUICK LOOK BACK AT 2021 AND THE DECADE PRIORQUICK LOOK BACK AT 2021 AND THE DECADE PRIOR

Indian stock markets were the top performers among global peers
as they scaled new records. Nifty closed the year at 24% while the
Sensex gave 22%; S&P500 gave 27%.



At the beginning of this New Year, we commit ourselves once again
to work with you in creating actionable financial goals, investing
smartly and getting more organised to let your dreams soar higher.
BSE Midcap and Smallcap indices gained 39% and 63% respectively.
The Total market capitlatization of Indian stocks rose to US$ 3.4Tn
from US$ 2.5 Tn at the end of 2020. In 2021, a record US$ 1.18Tn
was raised through 63 public offering; about 4.5 times that of prior
year.

Most global markets gave positive return with India coming 3rd in
global markets' performance.

SENSEX PERFORMANCE SINCE 2001SENSEX PERFORMANCE SINCE 2001



Over the last 10 years but for a -5% return in 2015, the Sensex has
given double digit returns in 6 out of 10 years!!

Diversification is Key Rather than predicting which asset class will
do well, the key is to ensure that you have allocations to relevant
asset classes based on your risk profile. A diversified portfolio of
small, mid & large cap Equities with International equities and a
good mix of bonds with Gold is key to having an enjoyable ride
through volatile market conditions.



It is difficult to look ahead when all the news headlines are about
Omicron and rising covid cases. However, we need to look beyond
the near term uncertainties and look at the bigger picture.
An analysis of 300+ articles, white-papers, podcasts and interviews
have created this big picture look at 2022.



WhatWhat areare thethe keykey eventsevents thatthat couldcould impactimpact thethe IndianIndian markets?markets?

• India turns 75: The 1991 reforms addressed the supply side while
the country needs to focus on the demand side reforms.

• Elections: State elections take place every year; the markets will
however, focus on the largest state - UP's elections.

• Unicorns & IPOs: In 2021, 44 startups achieved unicorn status;
this number is higher than the total Unicorns over the past decade.
Also US$ 16Bn worth IPOs hit the markets in 2021; IPO enthusiasm
is expected to remain high in 2022 as well.

• Omicron or is it Deltacron - I retain hope based on reading
various expert opinion that this third wave will not wreak much
havoc on the economy.havoc on the economy.

• US Tapering : The US has already begun tapering with interest
rate hikes expected this year. The US QE tapering in 2013 caused a
15% correction in 2013. Such a sell off is unlikely given both forex
reserves and current account are in much better shape.

What should you do? Similar to every year, there will be quite a
few events in 2022. And any predictions about the market is going
to be wrong; so let's not even get there.

Keep reviewing your asset allocation and if and when the markets
correct, ensure you are able to take advantage of it and add to
Equities.



LETS PLAN OUR FINANCES WITH THESE SIMPLE NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONSLETS PLAN OUR FINANCES WITH THESE SIMPLE NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS

Stay Invested and continue making your money work for you.Stay Invested and continue making your money work for you.


